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Introduction 

This Friday, November the 22
nd

, 2013, is of course the 50
th

 anniversary of the death of 

thousands upon thousands of people who died on November the 22
nd

, 1963, the vast 

majority of whom are totally unknown to us.  And in that respect it is no different from 

any other day.  However, several famous people also died fifty years ago on November 

the 22
nd

, including John F. Kennedy, Aldous Huxley, and Clive Staples Lewis.  The 

sensational and tragic nature of Kennedy’s death naturally overshadowed the other two, 

and so it took some time for the world to notice that they had died as well.  In 1982, Peter 

Kreeft wrote a clever postmortem dialogue between Kennedy, Huxley, and Lewis, 

imagining that they all met moments after death in the antechamber of the afterlife and 

exchanged their views on a variety of topics, including what fate was likely to await 

them.
1
  

Our topic this evening is Lewis rather than Kennedy or Huxley but I wanted to 

begin by acknowledging them as well, partly out of respect and partly to make an 

opening observation.  And that observation is, if you had asked most people on 

November the 22
nd

, 1963, which of these three figures would be most influential and 

whose death would be most noticed fifty years later, very few would have answered C. S. 

Lewis.  Almost certainly Kennedy or Huxley would have been regarded as having the 

                                                        
1
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greater significance and longevity as a public figure.  But, as it happens, neither of those 

two names would have been the right answer.  Indeed, I am actually quite surprised at the 

relative lack of attention their respective 50
th

 anniversaries have received this year.  

Lewis’s half-centenary, on the other hand, has over the course of 2013 already been the 

subject of a variety of conferences, journal issues, books, articles, and lectures such as 

this.  I will touch on some of this material in a moment, but you may be interested to 

know that a two-day conference on Lewis will be held at Westminster Abbey in London 

on Thursday and Friday of this week, culminating in a service of Evensong with Rowan 

Williams preaching and the unveiling of a new memorial stone commemorating Lewis in 

the Abbey’s famous Poet’s Corner.  (If you leave tomorrow, you could still make it.)  It 

would be difficult to think of a greater public honor or acknowledgement of Lewis’s 

cultural, literary, and religious significance. 

But such recognition in Lewis’s adopted homeland—he was, after all, Irish, not 

English—is itself a very recent phenomenon, as for the past five decades Lewis has been, 

somewhat oddly, primarily associated with American evangelicals.  I say “somewhat 

oddly” because Lewis never visited the United States or wrote for an explicitly 

evangelical audience; and while he was theologically conservative in many respects he 

still did not adhere to the doctrinal standards and social shibboleths of evangelical 

Protestantism.  For example: he was not a biblical literalist, he accepted some form of 

biological evolution, he did not hold a particular theory of the atonement, and he both 

smoked tobacco and drank various forms of alcohol—notably English beer and Scottish 

whisky—with enthusiasm.  He was also an Anglican rather than a non-conformist.  

Nevertheless, in the years after his death, Lewis—or, rather, a very specific and 
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somewhat misleading interpretation of Lewis—gradually assumed cult status within 

American evangelicalism and has thus been employed to defend various conservative 

positions in our culture wars, theological debates, and politics.  Charting this American 

evangelical appropriation of Lewis is a fascinating story in its own right and for those 

who wish to pursue it I recommend Samuel Joeckel’s new book The C. S. Lewis 

Phenomenon: Christianity and the Public Square.
2
 

My current concern, however, is not with this evangelical appropriation as such 

but rather with its implications for the way that most people tend to think of Lewis fifty 

years after his death.  One primary implication is that most academic study of Lewis—

especially on religious or theological topics—has been carried out by American 

evangelicals working in evangelical institutions (such as Wheaton College).  An 

important exception to this virtual evangelical monopoly has been Duke University’s 

own Wesley Kort, a professor in the Religion Department, whose fine book C. S. Lewis 

Then and Now I highly recommend.
3
  While much evangelical work on Lewis has been 

valuable, this virtual monopoly has also contributed, regrettably if unsurprisingly, to a 

negative backlash against Lewis in non-evangelical circles—again, especially among 

scholars working on religious or theological topics—and British academics in general 

have basically kept their distance.  However, one of the most interesting recent 

developments in Lewis scholarship has been that British academics are now finally 

starting to enter the conversation, and indeed some of the most significant new studies of 

Lewis have come from the United Kingdom rather than the United States.  This recent 
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3
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development is perhaps due to the passage of time allowing for more objective and less 

partisan readings of Lewis to emerge, but I am thinking in particular of Michael Ward’s 

Planet Narnia: The Seven Heavens in the Imagination of C. S. Lewis, Rowan Williams’s 

The Lion’s World: A Journey into the Heart of Narnia, and two volumes by Alister 

McGrath, one being a biography and the other a collection of new essays titled The 

Intellectual World of C. S. Lewis.
4
  I would like to think that The Cambridge Companion 

to C. S. Lewis, which I co-edited with Michael Ward, helped contribute to this new trend 

by deliberately incorporating diverse voices from both sides of the Atlantic, including 

non-evangelicals and many contributors who were not previously engaged in Lewis 

studies in any substantial way.
5
  For example, given that Lewis has a well-known essay 

titled “Why I Am Not A Pacifist,” we asked Stanley Hauerwas to respond and tell us why 

he thought Lewis should have been a pacifist.  And he did.
6
 

But the negative backlash against Lewis in non-evangelical circles remains a 

force to be reckoned with and is not likely to go away any time soon.  As with all 

strongly-held prejudices, this makes fair and objective assessment of his legacy difficult.  

                                                        
4
 Michael Ward, Planet Narnia: The Seven Heavens in the Imagination of C. S. Lewis (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2008); Rowan Williams, The Lion’s World: A Journey into the Heart of Narnia (London: 

SPCK, 2012 / New York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Alister McGrath, C. S. Lewis—A Life: Eccentric 

Genius, Reluctant Prophet (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House, 2013), and The Intellectual World of C. S. 

Lewis (Oxford and Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013).   My review of the Williams book appeared in 

Anglican Theological Review 95 (2013), 577-8, and my review of the two McGrath volumes along with 

Joeckel’s (cited in note 2 above) is forthcoming in Sewanee Theological Review. 

5
 Robert MacSwain and Michael Ward (eds.), The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2010). 

6
 See “Why I Am Not a Pacifist” [1940] in C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory and Other Addresses, Revised 

and Expanded Edition, edited by Walter Hooper (New York: Collier Books, 1980), 33-53; and Stanley 

Hauerwas, “On violence” in The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, 189-202. 
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But negative backlash is not our only or even greatest problem.   As many observers have 

noticed, Lewis tends to divide his readers into two camps.  In the introduction to The 

Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, I wrote: 

Lewis often inspires extreme reactions, both positive and negative, with readers 

either devoting themselves to him with a passionate and uncritical acceptance that 

borders on the fanatical, or reacting with a loathing and contempt that is scarcely 

less intense…. In an article from the Chronicle of Higher Education, literary 

scholar James Como is quoted as saying that “C. S. Lewis is one of those writers 

who takes hold of a person’s intellect and imagination, and rearranges the 

furniture…. The inner landscape changes.  With some readers, that experience 

leads to a kind of proprietary attitude, a feeling that ‘he’s mine’.”…. While all 

writers may hope for the result Como describes above, such a response inevitably 

makes scholarly assessment of Lewis’s work difficult…. Far from being a “dead” 

figure whose place in the canon of British literature and Christian thought is 

“fixed”, or someone merely of interest to scholars and students, Lewis is the 

subject of intense concern and lively controversy that spills far outside the 

confines of normal academic discussions.
7
 

 

And by that I meant that Lewis not only continues to be a best-selling author of Christian 

apologetics, popular theology, adult and children’s fiction, and so on, but he is also a 

cultural and commercial phenomenon, with the Narnia books being adapted for 

television, stage, and blockbuster Disney films, not to mention cheap plastic toys and 

action figures; a current and very popular theatrical version of The Screwtape Letters; 

Lewis’s own life being the subject of multiple biographies and a Hollywood movie 

starring Anthony Hopkins and Debra Winger; an immense industry of Lewis conferences, 

tours, calendars, coffee mugs, devotional Bibles; an endless stream of secondary 

literature (much of it uncritical and exploitative hagiography); and so on. 

In short, thinking intelligently and accurately about C. S. Lewis fifty years after 

his death presents us with a genuine challenge, with multiple critical and meta-critical 

obstacles blocking our way.  Having acknowledged the complexity of our situation, I’d 

                                                        
7
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now like to pose and try to answer three pressing questions that we face now, just two 

days from his half-centenary.  Other questions could be asked, and perhaps you can raise 

them during the discussion period after the lecture, but here’s what I want to explore: 

First, why was and is Lewis so successful in persuasively communicating the basic 

content of the Christian faith to millions of readers?  Second, why does Lewis so sharply 

polarize those who encounter him?  And, third, what if anything can we appropriate from 

Lewis today, fifty years after his death?  My primary concern is with the first question, 

and the others will be dealt with more briefly. 

 

I. 

So, first then, why was and is Lewis so successful in communicating the basic content of 

the Christian faith to millions of readers?  Like many questions, this has both a simple 

answer and a complex answer.  The simple, perhaps rather disappointing and yet still 

deeply challenging answer for those of us who teach and study at divinity schools such as 

Duke and Sewanee is that Lewis was and is so successful in communicating the basic 

content of the Christian faith to millions of readers because he was not a theologian.  

Barth has slain his thousands, but Lewis his ten millions.  Lewis was and remains able to 

reach a wide popular audience because, instead of being a professional academic 

theologian or an ordained minister of the Gospel in some particular ecclesial tradition, he 

was a professional academic literary scholar with a background in philosophy gifted with 

enormous and highly-developed rhetorical skills.  In short, Lewis was first and foremost 

a writer who mastered expository, argumentative, and narrative prose and who was a 

better-than-average poet as well.  But he was also a lay Anglican Christian with a 
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passionate commitment, almost an obsession, with persuading others to accept his own 

religious beliefs—what he called “mere Christianity”—and to that goal he devoted 

himself from the time of his conversion in 1931 to his death in 1963. 

 Still considering this simple answer, it must be acknowledged that what made 

Lewis so successful as a communicator also made his resulting work somewhat 

problematic.  We may think of this as the inevitable conflict between quantity and 

quality: millions and millions served, but just what are they served?  Lewis not being a 

professional academic theologian had both pluses and minuses.  The pluses include a 

winsome fluency and lightness of expression, unencumbered by heavy detail and nuance; 

the minuses include superficial tendencies and a lack of wide and deep knowledge of 

certain doctrinal issues.  Not being an ordained member of any specific ecclesial tradition 

allowed Lewis to speak across many denominational divides, but it also made his 

Christianity somewhat thin, abstract, and individualistic.  Having a background in 

philosophy gave him basic logical, metaphysical, and ethical competencies, but it also 

tempted him to overestimate what reason could and should accomplish. 

 We thus face our first crux in assessing Lewis in the 50
th

 anniversary of his death.  

Lewis himself claimed that he was not a theologian but a translator of theology.   He said 

that his goal was to reach a popular audience rather than an academic one.  He has thus 

been described as an amateur theologian, a public intellectual, a folk philosopher, or as 

someone who deliberately operated in multiple genres in order to address complex issues 

rather than addressing complex issues in a single focused manner.
8
  But his critics reply 

                                                        
8
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177-83, especially 182-3; for “amateur theologian”, see Alister E. McGrath, “Outside the ‘Inner Ring’: 
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that Lewis’s efforts to communicate to a large audience fail because what he has 

communicated to them is full of over-simplifications, inaccuracies, distortions, 

caricatures, fallacies, false dilemmas, straw opponents, and so forth.
9
  So, in other words, 

should we think of Lewis as someone who succeeded or failed in his self-appointed task 

of not just persuasively but also accurately communicating the basic content of the 

Christian faith to millions of readers?  For surely someone who has successfully—even if 

unintentionally—communicated error to millions of readers can only be said to have 

“succeeded” in an ironic sense. 

We can come back to this crucial issue, but I now want to consider the more 

complex answer to the question about Lewis’s at least potential success as a 

communicator of the Christian faith to millions.  The simple answer is that Lewis was not 

a theologian but a writer, but that still leaves the real question unanswered: namely, why 

was he so successful as a writer?  There are, after all, lots of unsuccessful writers out 

there!  I suggest that Lewis was so extraordinarily successful as a writer because across 

multiple genres he persuasively appealed to and worked with two incredibly powerful 

concepts and capacities that are normally treated separately—namely, reason and 

imagination.  He also devoted a surprising amount of attention to both pleasure and pain.  

That’s what I will talk about in my sermon for tomorrow’s chapel service, but right now I 

                                                                                                                                                                     
Lewis as a Theologian”, in McGrath’s The Intellectual World of C. S. Lewis, 163-83; for “public 

intellectual,” see Joeckel’s book cited in note 2; for “folk philosopher,” see William Abraham’s currently 

unpublished paper, “The Christian Apologist: From Philosophy to Fairy Tales”; and for the claim about 

multiple genres see my introduction to The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, 8. 

9
 For such accusations, see John Beversluis, C. S. Lewis and the Search for Rational Religion (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1985); a second, greatly revised and updated edition was published by Prometheus 

Books in 2007.  
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want to focus on reason and imagination and their function in Lewis’s various rhetorical 

strategies.  Hence my primary title: “Rational and Imaginative Persuasion”.
10

 

In thus focusing on reason and imagination I am drawing on what I think are 

some of the most interesting and fruitful recent studies of Lewis, and in particular some 

essays by Malcolm Guite, Michael Ward, and Peter Schakel.
11

  But we have to tread 

carefully here, as both “reason” and “imagination” are highly complex and contested 

concepts.  What Lewis himself meant by them shifted over the course of his life, and 

from context to context, and we may find that what we tend to mean by them doesn’t 

quite overlap with his own diverse usage.  Indeed, let me confess right away that I’m 

personally still trying to figure out what I mean by “reason” and “imagination”.  We’ll try 

to sort out these matters as we go along, but with these warning signs posted let us 

proceed with caution. 

                                                        
10

 My title also alludes to David S. Cunningham, Faithful Persuasion: In Aid of a Rhetoric of Christian 

Theology (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1991)—Cunningham’s emphasis on rhetoric 

is in the background of my thoughts in much of this paper. 

11
 See Malcolm Guite, “Poet”, The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, 294-310; Michael Ward, “The 

Good Serves the Better and Both the Best: C. S. Lewis on Imagination and Reason in Apologetics”, in 

Andrew Davison (ed.), Imaginative Apologetics: Theology, Philosophy, and the Catholic Tradition 

(London: SCM Press, 2011 / Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2012), 59-78; and Peter J. Schakel, “C. 

S. Lewis: Reason, Imagination, and Knowledge”, in David Hein and Edward Henderson (eds.), C. S. Lewis 

and Friends: Faith and the Power of Imagination (London: SPCK / Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2011), 

15-33.  Schakel’s chapter presents a condensed and more recent version of arguments he explored in 

Reason and Imagination in C. S. Lewis: A Study of Till We Have Faces (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 

1984).  See also Guite’s article “C. S. Lewis: Apologetics and the Poetic Imagination” (418-26) and Alister 

McGrath, “An Enhanced Vision of Rationality: C. S. Lewis on the Reasonableness of Christian Faith” 

(410-17), both in Theology 116 (2013).  McGrath also explores these themes in his chapter “Reason, 

Experience, and Imagination: Lewis’s Apologetic Method” (129-46) in The Intellectual World of C. S. 

Lewis.  
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The first thing to say is that Lewis not only distinguished between reason and 

imagination, he also saw them as being at least potentially in conflict, not only within 

himself but even perhaps essentially.  In regard to himself, in a letter to the Milton 

Society of America in 1954, he wrote: “The imaginative man in me is older, more 

continuously operative, and in that sense more basic than either the religious writer or the 

critic.”
12

  So Lewis saw the “imaginative man” as his most basic, original, and natural 

identity.  But as an adolescent, he also came to recognize and respect the power of 

reason.  As he describes in his autobiography, Surprised by Joy, this emphasis on reason 

was intensified by his rationalistic atheist tutor William Kirkpatrick.  Under Kirkpatrick’s 

rigorous instruction, Lewis discovered that he had a gift for rational analysis and 

argument as well as for poetry and imagination.  However, he also reports that at this 

time a division was opening up within him.  He said: “the only two kinds of talk I wanted 

were the almost purely imaginative and the almost purely rational”.
13

  The idea that these 

two realms could come together still remained foreign to him: they ran on separate tracks, 

only available in their “pure” or “almost pure” forms.  While he greatly valued both 

reason and imagination, fantasy and philosophy, they were not allowed to come into 

contact, as that would apparently contaminate and thus compromise them. 

By the time Lewis had completed his studies at Oxford, which included the 

standard course in classical and modern philosophy, including logic, this separation 

between reason and imagination was almost complete, and his traumatic experience as an 

                                                        
12

 Walter Hooper (ed.), The Collected Letters of C. S. Lewis.  Volume III: Narnia, Cambridge, and Joy 

1950-1963 (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 2007), 516-7.  

13
 C. S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy: The Shape of My Early Life (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 

1955), 136. 
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officer in the First World War had only intensified it.  The result, for someone naturally 

possessing remarkable imaginative and rational gifts, was an excruciating and paralyzing 

state of internal division, disconnectedness, and a lack of personal integration.  This was 

the condition in which Lewis found himself as a tutor of English language and literature 

at Magdalene College, Oxford, prior to his conversion to theism in 1930 and then to 

Christianity in 1931.
14

  Although at this point a devout atheist, Lewis still loved 

mythology and poetry and found in them his sources of deepest meaning and joy.  But of 

course by his rational philosophical standards, both mythology and poetry were false, as 

was religion.  Thus, in 1955, looking back on his pre-Christian days, he wrote: 

Such, then was the state of my imaginative life; over against it stood the life of 

my intellect.  The two hemispheres of my mind were in sharpest contrast.  On the 

one side a many-islanded sea of poetry and myth; on the other a glib and shallow 

“rationalism.”  Nearly all that I loved I believed to be imaginary; nearly all that I 

believed to be real I thought grim and meaningless.
15

 

 

So here we have reason and imagination arrayed as diametrically-opposed realities with 

no possible rapprochement or reconciliation.  Moreover, and tragically, the view of the 

world produced by reason alone is apparently both “grim” and “meaningless”.  Human 

imagination—that is, art, music, literature, poetry, and even mythology—offers some 

solace, but this is all rejected by reason as ultimately without meaning and thus without 

value. 

  The words I quoted from Surprised by Joy were written about twenty-five years 

after Lewis’s conversion, a conversion not only to God and—eventually—Christ, but 

also—crucially—a conversion to the healing integration and reconciliation of reason and 

                                                        
14

 In dating Lewis’s conversion to theism in 1930 instead of the more common 1929, I am following the 

recent revisionary arguments of Alister McGrath: see his C. S Lewis—A Life, 141-6. 

15
 Lewis, Surprised by Joy, 170-1. 
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imagination.  Apparently several years before this conversion, Lewis wrote a poem that 

has recently been subjected to some interesting analysis.  I am particularly intrigued by 

the interpretation provided by Malcolm Guite, who is himself a poet as well as an 

Anglican priest and chaplain at Cambridge.  The poem was published posthumously, and 

Lewis’s editor Walter Hooper gave it the title, “Reason.”
16

  Guite regrets this, observing 

that not only is the poem about both reason and imagination, but that its real theme is 

their reconciliation.
17

  Using Athene (Greek goddess of wisdom) to represent reason and 

Demeter (Greek goddess of fertility) to represent imagination, the poem reads as follows: 

Set on the soul’s acropolis the reason stands 

A virgin, arm’d, commercing with celestial light, 

And he who sins against her has defiled his own 

Virginity: no cleansing makes his garment white; 

So clear is reason.  But how dark, imagining, 

Warm, dark, obscure and infinite, daughter of Night: 

Dark is her brow, the beauty of her eyes with sleep 

Is loaded, and her pains are long, and her delight. 

Tempt not Athene.  Wound not in her fertile pains 

Demeter, nor rebel against her mother-right. 

Oh who will reconcile in me both maid and mother, 

Who make in me a concord of the depth and height? 

Who make imagination’s dim exploring touch 

Ever report the same as intellectual sight? 

Then could I truly say, and not deceive, 

Then wholly say, that I BELIEVE. 

 

In his chapter on Lewis’s poetry in The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, Guite 

says: 

There are a number of remarkable things going on in this poem.  First is the sense 

of inner space, of height and depth in the psyche itself.  The soul, the inner 

Athens, has its heights, its Acropolis, but also depths and caves.  Second, there is 

the bodying forth of the soul’s distinct powers of reason and imagination in the 

form of the two goddesses.  This is no glib classical allusion in the eighteenth-

century manner, but a symbolic reimagination of the inner self in which more than 

                                                        
16

 C. S. Lewis, Poems, edited by Walter Hooper (San Diego: Harcourt, 1964), 81. 

17
 See Guite, “C. S. Lewis: Apologetics and the Poetic Imagination”, 421. 
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personal, perhaps more than human, powers are at work, and it is highly 

significant that both of these powers are figured as feminine, for the plea in lines 

11-12 (“Oh who will reconcile in me both maid and mother / Who make in me a 

concord of the depth and height?”) subtly summons the echoes of its own answer.  

These lines point and give new significance to the paradox of incarnation which is 

at the heart of the integrative faith which Lewis was on the cusp of embracing 

when he wrote this poem.  The pagan goddesses must be either maid or mother, 

but the Virgin Mary, in whom their numina is subsumed for Christian devotion, is 

both maid and mother.  In and through her “Ecce ancilla Domini” [“Behold, the 

handmaid of the Lord”], the archetypal assent of all faith, Christ the reconciler 

comes into the world, the one who not only reconciles man to God and time to 

eternity, but is also in himself the concord of all “breadth, and length, and depth, 

and height” (the language of the poem surely glances at Eph. 3.17-19).  However, 

these are of course anticipatory echoes only; the poem as it stands witnesses to an 

impasse and points to a hoped-for “concord” which has not yet arrived.  When it 

arrives, if it arrives, then and only then—in the words of the closing couplet—will 

the poet be able to say “and not deceive, / Then wholly say, that I BELIEVE.”
18

 

 

 I will come back to this analysis in a moment, but first let’s consider the portrayal 

of reason and imagination in the poem.  They are seen in oppositional terms.  Reason is 

clear and virginal—that is to say, pure and undefiled—but also (by implication) barren; 

imagination, by contrast, is dark and infinite and fertile—that is to say, productive of life 

and growth.  I submit that anyone who has studied philosophy and come under its strict 

mental discipline will recognize the palpable fear of “sinning” against reason and the 

shaming ritual impurity which accompanies it.  As Peter Schakel observes, “The imagery 

used for [reason] in the poem is celestial, which implies that it can be sinned against, not 

just in the sense that one human being can wrong another but also in the sense of a 

violation of divine expectations.”
19

  Philosophers may not all believe in God, but they all 

do recognize a Higher Power, and that Higher Power is reason, variously construed.  

                                                        
18

 Guite, “Poet”, in The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, 307.  Guite draws on this chapter but adds 

additional comments in his article “C. S. Lewis: Apologetics and the Poetic Imagination”. 

19
 Schakel, “C. S. Lewis: Reason, Imagination, and Knowledge”, 19. 
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On the other hand, and significantly, in the poem imagination is also given divine 

status, and specifically the power of fertility.  But unlike reason’s cold sharp clarity, 

imagination is said to be “Warm, dark, obscure and infinite”.  Rather than closing down 

options, imagination opens them up.  Rather than offering definite answers, imagination 

suggests, alludes, tantalizes, complicates.  While the poem longs for an interior 

reconciliation of these two divine forces, within the poem itself they remain divided—

and, therefore, so does the poet.  Lewis has not yet managed to bring reason and 

imagination together.  

 However, as is well known, a long, late-night conversation on September 19
th

, 

1931 with J. R. R. Tolkien and their fellow colleague in the Oxford English faculty, Hugo 

Dyson, was instrumental in helping Lewis see that reason and imagination could be 

reconciled.  This is where Guite’s brilliant reading of the poem comes into play.  As 

Guite says: “The way Lewis found out of this impasse was at once spiritual, theological, 

and literary, and it brings us to the heart of both his Christian belief and his poetic theory 

and practice.  In the person of Jesus Christ he sees the relinking of the dimensions of our 

divided being.”
20

  That is, what solves this dilemma, what breaks through this impasse, 

what heals the division between reason and imagination, is nothing other than the 

Incarnation of God in Jesus Christ.  

  To understand this claim in more detail we’ll need to consider briefly Lewis’s 

understanding of Christianity as a “true myth,” but having already said so much about 

reason and imagination I first need to at least touch on the vexed question of their 

definitions.  Michael Ward draws our attention to an essay published in 1939—so eight 

                                                        
20

 Guite, “Poet”, The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis, 308. 
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years after his conversion to Christianity—in which Lewis defines reason as “the natural 

organ of truth” and imagination as the “organ of meaning”.
21

  While Lewis leaves the 

implications of these definitions implicit, I think some clear implications are these: truth 

is discovered, but meaning is created.  Truth deals with facts, meaning deals with the 

sense and significance of those facts.  Or, put differently, truth is objective, but meaning 

is subjective—at least in the weak sense that it will vary from person to person as they 

produce it, but not in the strong sense that it is completely arbitrary.  Truth is defined in 

relation to reality, to what is out there, external to human nature.  Meaning, on the other 

hand, can be created and imposed upon that external reality, either rightly or wrongly.  

Some truths may have inherent meanings associated with them, but to a large extent 

meaning must be generated by human minds.  Reason’s role is then to determine true or 

appropriate meanings from false or inappropriate meanings, to the extent possible.  Any 

given truth can only have so many possible meanings, and only some are true or 

appropriate.  So, Ward says: 

In Lewis’s view, reason could only operate if it was first supplied with materials 

to reason about, and it was imagination’s task to supply those materials…. Before 

anything can be true or false, it must mean…. It is human reason, on Lewis’s 

view, that judges between meanings, helping us to differentiate those meanings 

that are true and illuminating from those that are false and deceptive.
22

 

 

There’s no question that Lewis defined and related reason and imagination in this 

way in 1939, with reason as the organ or capacity of truth and imagination as the organ or 

capacity of meaning, but with reason still in some sense having priority over imagination.  

However, commentators disagree over whether these definitions and relations remained 
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operative throughout the rest of Lewis’s life, or whether the definitions shifted, and 

whether he gradually came to place a greater emphasis on imagination, however it should 

be defined and understood.  Those are vital questions that I will here leave unresolved.
23

  

The crucial point is that, either way, after Lewis’s conversion to Christianity he was now 

able to see both reason and imagination as necessary for a full understanding of reality: 

reason alone was no longer the final arbitrator, imagination is now allowed a positive role 

as well.  

Perhaps the clearest statement of this incarnational reconciliation is in Lewis’s 

essay “Myth Became Fact,” published in 1944.  Recall that as an atheist Lewis loved 

myths, and found deep and satisfying meaning in them, but he knew that they were not 

true.  He thus found no way to bring meaning and truth together, which meant that truth 

was meaningless.  But it was precisely in coming to understand Christianity as what he 

called a “true myth” that Lewis was able finally to believe.  So if we read the 1944 essay 

“Myth Became Fact” in light of Lewis’s 1939 definitions of imagination and reason, it 

could just as easily be translated as “Meaning Became Truth.”  For Lewis, this is 

precisely what the incarnation of Christ achieves: the meaning of all things has now 

entered into our world and become true.  As Lewis puts it, “as myth transcends thought, 

Incarnation transcends myth.  The heart of Christianity is a myth which is also a fact.”
24

  

Or, as already indicated, the heart of Christianity is a meaning that is also true.   In 

coming to understand Christianity as a “true myth,” Lewis finally found a way to bring 
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reason and imagination, truth and meaning, together.  Christ thus came into the world not 

only to reconcile God and humanity, but also to reconcile reason and imagination, and so 

heal the division between truth and meaning that Lewis found so destructive.      

So what were the implications of this for Lewis as a communicator of the 

Christian faith?  As I said earlier, Lewis was so extraordinarily successful as a writer 

because across multiple genres he persuasively appealed to and worked with two 

incredibly powerful concepts and capacities that are normally treated separately—

namely, reason and imagination.  And this in three senses.  First, Lewis wrote works that 

were primarily rational and works that were primarily imaginative.  Examples of the 

former are books such as The Problem of Pain and Miracles, and examples of the latter 

are books such as the Ransom Trilogy and the Chronicles of Narnia.  Sometimes he even 

treated the same theme in different genres, as when the ideas defended philosophically in 

The Abolition of Man are given novelistic treatment in That Hideous Strength.  Second, 

Lewis wrote works that seemed to fuse the rational and imaginative, such as The 

Screwtape Letters and The Great Divorce.  But third, even when Lewis was being 

primarily rational, he did not neglect the imaginative, and even when he was being 

primarily imaginative he did not neglect the rational. Thus, Ward argues that even 

Lewis’s apologetic books such as Mere Christianity employ “analogy, simile, and 

metaphor in a way and to an extent” that other apologists rarely do, and concludes that 

“apologetic language benefits from being vivid, sensory, and chosen with poetic, not just 

abstractly rational, intent.”
25

   Rather than his adolescent preference for “the almost 

purely imaginative and the almost purely rational,” the mature Lewis was much more 
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comfortable in blurring these boundaries, precisely because he knew that in Christ their 

opposition had been reconciled. 

 

II. 

Let me now very briefly touch on the second question, namely, why does Lewis so 

sharply polarize those who encounter him?  Recall that readers are rarely neutral or 

lukewarm about Lewis.  As I wrote in the Cambridge Companion, “Lewis often inspires 

extreme reactions, both positive and negative, with readers either devoting themselves to 

him with a passionate and uncritical acceptance that borders on the fanatical, or reacting 

with a loathing and contempt that is scarcely less intense.”  Why is that?  Well, I’m not 

sure, but here are some possibilities. 

 The first is that suggested by James Como in the quotation I cited from him in the 

longer version of that same passage.  He said, “C. S. Lewis is one of those writers who 

takes hold of a person’s intellect and imagination, and rearranges the furniture…. The 

inner landscape changes.”  In other words, for some readers, encountering Lewis’s work 

is itself a type of religious experience.  We may smile at that, but this seems to be 

Lewis’s express intention.  In his famous sermon “The Weight of Glory”, which I will 

discuss at greater length tomorrow, he says:   

I am almost committing an indecency.  I am trying to rip open the inconsolable 

secret in each one of you—the secret which hurts so much that you take your 

revenge on it by calling it names like Nostalgia and Romanticism and 

Adolescence; the secret also which pierces with such sweetness that when, in very 

intimate conversation, the mention of it becomes imminent, we grow awkward 

and affect to laugh at ourselves; the secret we cannot hide and cannot tell, though 

we desire to do both.
26
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Likewise, Rowan Williams suggests that Lewis’s primary purpose in writing the Narnia 

stories was to “recreate for the reader what it is like to encounter and believe in God”.
27

  

That is, Lewis had explicitly theophanic intentions as an author and deliberately sought to 

evoke the numinous.  For those readers who believe they have encountered God or whose 

belief in God has been kindled or encouraged through these texts, it is no surprise that 

they take on a semi-sacred or quasi-scriptural character that makes criticism or even 

balanced assessment difficult.   On the other hand, for those readers who do not find 

divine illumination shining from Lewis’s pages, the very expectation that they might or 

that they are supposed to may provoke the kind of negative backlash so characteristic of 

those who dislike or despise his work.  Indeed, such readers believe very sincerely that 

Lewis is up to no good, and that his general effectiveness also makes him an especially 

dangerous and pernicious threat that needs to be dealt with as severely as possible.  

 Another way of looking at this possible explanation is provided by David Jasper 

in his chapter in The Cambridge Companion to C. S. Lewis on Lewis’s two 

autobiographical texts, the early Pilgrim’s Regress and the later Surprised by Joy.  Jasper 

suggests that readers react differently to Lewis’s rhetorical strategies according to the 

extent that they become aware of them and approve or disapprove of his designs for them 

as readers.
28

  Likewise, in a currently unpublished paper that will be delivered in a 

session on Lewis’s 50
th

 anniversary at the annual American Academy of Religion 

conference next week in Baltimore, Wesley Kort says that it was precisely the “sharply 

divided opinion” on Lewis that originally attracted his interest, and suggests that readers 
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tend to base their entire reaction to Lewis depending on how they assess his goals as a 

Christian apologist.  According to Kort, “Those who view him favorably seem to do so 

primarily for that reason and affirm his additional work and interests because they lend 

academic credibility and public visibility to his role as a Christian apologist.  On the other 

side, his detractors seem to take his role as Christian apologist as compromising or even 

vitiating his other scholarly and, especially, imaginative work.”
29

  The exception that 

proves the rule here may be Laura Miller, a secular literary critic and journalist who has 

written an entire book explaining why she loves Narnia even though she does not share 

Lewis’s religious beliefs or apologetic aims.
30

 

Samuel Joeckel’s new book The C. S. Lewis Phenomenon: Christianity and the 

Public Square explores yet another possibility, namely that part of the problem is in 

knowing how to classify Lewis as a thinker and writer.  Lewis of course wrote in multiple 

genres so there’s no simple answer to that question, but that’s not quite what Joeckel has 

in mind.  Recall my earlier comment that Lewis has been described as an amateur 

theologian, a public intellectual, a folk philosopher, and so on.  Joeckel argues that the 

category of “public intellectual” best captures Lewis’s primary authorial persona, and 

likewise best explains why academic readers often react so negatively to his work.  That 

is, the very things that make Lewis so successful in communicating to a wide popular 

audience make him a stench in the nostrils of at least some scholars.  These sharply 

diverging reactions are not unconnected, but two sides of the same coin.
31
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III. 

Third and finally, what if anything can we appropriate from Lewis today, fifty years after 

his death?  I want to begin this concluding section by turning again to Wesley Kort’s 

book C. S. Lewis Then and Now.  Published in 2001 and so right around the centenary of 

Lewis’s birth in 1998, Kort says that he wrote “on themes in Lewis that seem of 

particular importance today, especially for Americans working in contemporary academic 

cultures.”
32

  His chapter titles provide an indication of those themes, and some of them 

may be surprising: “Retrieval,” “Reenchantment,” “Houses,” “Culture,” “Character,” 

“Pleasure,” and “Celebration”.  What makes Kort’s study so helpful is that he 

consistently roots Lewis’s work in Lewis’s own cultural and temporal context in mid-20
th

 

century Britain, and especially in the academic milieu of British literary scholarship, but 

then concludes each chapter by asking whether Lewis’s various positions can be 

translated into our own cultural and temporal context here in early 21
st
 century America.  

In Kort’s own words: “I do not think it is possible to move Lewis’s construction to this 

place and time and inhabit it.  But in his work there are strategies, critical moves and 

insights, and large bits of construction worth imitating and using.”
33

  This approach is 

both honest and illuminating.  It allows Lewis to be a man of his place and time while 

simultaneously acknowledging the significance of the various divides that separate us 

from him.   

 One of Kort’s insights is that Lewis can often seem surprisingly postmodern to 

contemporary North American readers, as for example in what Kort calls “his stress on 

living in the world as though in a textual house [and] in his spatial language and 
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orientation.”
34

  But actually this should not come as a surprise, for one of the ironies of 

our postmodern context is that people like Lewis who stoutly resisted modernism in the 

mid-20
th

 century—out of loyalty to pre-modern tradition—can now seem more 

contemporary to us than the modernists; whereas those who sought to be—as Lewis 

describes the parents of Eustace Clarence Scrubb—“very advanced and up-to-date 

people” in the second half of the 20
th

 century now often seem like quaint period pieces.
35

 

This is precisely because in a postmodern milieu it is modernism itself which seems dated 

and pre-modernism which seems au courant. 

 Samuel Joeckel makes a similar observation in The C. S. Lewis Phenomenon, but 

with a different slant.  Joeckel thinks that Lewis’s apologetic works such as The Problem 

of Pain, Mere Christianity, and Miracles appeal to the modernistic canons of rationality 

and rhetoric that defined the so-called “public square” as it emerged from the European 

Enlightenment.  According to Joeckel, Lewis mastered these rational and rhetorical 

conventions to a remarkable degree, which again explains both his success with general 

lay readers and his problematic status among professional academics.  But, second, 

Joeckel argues that with the advent of postmodernism the conventional public sphere has 

collapsed.  Thus, he makes the provocative claim that “Lewis’s accomplishment was both 

unprecedented and inimitable: He made use of the public sphere like no other Christian in 

history, and since the public sphere no longer exists, his accomplishment will never be 

repeated.”
36

  Third, Joeckel argues that some of Lewis’s later works, such as Till We 

Have Faces (1956) and A Grief Observed (1961), and of course The Chronicles of Narnia 
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(1950-57), operate outside the conventions of the public sphere, which give them more 

resonance for contemporary—that is to say, postmodern—readers than some of Lewis’s 

earlier works. 

 But have the rational and rhetorical conventions of the public square collapsed 

quite to the extent Joeckel suggests?  These conventions still continue to obtain among 

many philosophers, particularly analytic philosophers, including those rationalistic or 

evidentialist apologists for the Christian faith who often look to Lewis for inspiration.  

Indeed, one of the most widely-discussed philosophical and theological movements at the 

moment goes by the name of Analytic Theology, which unabashedly argues that even 

theology should adhere to the formal, logical, abstract, technical, allegedly neutral form 

of reason practiced by analytic philosophy.  Philosopher Michael Rea of Notre Dame thus 

provides theologians with a list of five recommended analytic prescriptions, in which 

include:  

(P3) Avoid substantive (non-decorative) use of metaphor and other tropes whose 

semantic content outstrips their propositional content.
37

 

 

But according to Michael Ward, Lewis would not appreciate at least this aspect of 

Analytic Theology, given his emphasis on metaphor, simile, and analogy even in his 

argumentative prose, let alone in his narrative and poetic work.  Indeed, Ward highlights 

Lewis’s conviction that “all language, except for the most basic and elementary, [is] 

metaphorical”.
38

 

Returning to my title, “Rational and Imaginative Persuasion,” I’d like to suggest 

that what Lewis offers us today is an example of someone who unusually wrestled with 
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both of these essential concepts and categories throughout his life, however finally they 

should be defined.  Whatever we think of the results, he nevertheless attempted works 

that were primarily based on reason, works that were primarily based on imagination, and 

works that sought to fuse the two.  Fifty years after his death, he continues to draw the 

attention of those who seek to offer rational evidentialist apologetic arguments for the 

truth of Christianity, and he continues to inspire those who would rather operate in the 

imaginative modes of narrative or poetry.  His work is of interest to modernists and 

postmodernists, analytic philosophers of religion and narrative theologians, conservative 

American evangelicals and the Archbishop of Canterbury, secular literary critics and 

contemporary writers of science fiction and fantasy.  Much more could be said, both 

positively and negatively, and I haven’t even touched on his important work as a scholar 

of medieval and Renaissance literature, which remains required reading for all students in 

that field, especially on Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton.  But I hope I’ve said enough to 

indicate why Lewis remains worth remembering, reading, and wrestling with, even at the 

50
th

 anniversary of his death.
39
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